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20W TWS 
Portable Bluetooth Speaker

BREEZE 3

Package Contents: Bluetooth Speaker, Charging Cable, User Manual

Model   :  Breeze 3

Product Code  :  POR 1314 (Black), POR 1315 (Red)

Output  :  20W 

Functions  :  TWS, Bluetooth 5.0, Micro SD Card, 

    AUX-In, In-Built Fm

Battery Capacity  :   2000mAh

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

5,999/-
MRP

Bluetooth 5.0: Enhanced with the latest version of bluetooth, Breeze 3 has 

bluetooth 5.0 that makes it compatible with various bluetooth enabled 

devices. The portable speaker is equipped aptly to connect with even older 

versions of bluetooth devices.

TWS Connectivity: TWS connectivity or True Wireless Stereo is a feature that 

lets two speakers that are TWS enabled interconnect and create a better 

stereo system. The feature also allows for long-distant connection over a 

system!

AUX In Port: The bluetooth speaker has AUX port for another passageway of 

connectivity and allows for connection with another AUX enabled device. 

This is helpful in case you have no bluetooth connectivity but still wish to 

tune into music.

Micro SD Slot: If you have a memory card full of your favourite music, then 

this is the right pick for you! The Micro SD slot allows the memory card to be 

slotted in for further use and also lets you plug in immediately!

In-Built FM Radio: The Breeze 3 will surely act like a nostalgia machine, 

because it has in-built radio that lets you tune in manually and 

automatically to several different radio channels. Now, you can sit back, 

relax and tune into your favourite jam anytime, anywhere!

Lighting Effect: The portable speaker lights up as the music blazes on and 

creates a very aesthetic atmosphere while listening. It is very distinct in its 

own right as the lights create a party-infused atmosphere!

Fabric Felt Texture: The portable speaker is enhanced with fabric felt 

material which is not only good to touch but also ensures the longevity of the 

speaker. The speaker is made out of mix of materials which also ensures that 

it is holistically attractive!

2000mAh Battery: The portable speaker has been built to last! And on this 

very note it is not only built to last but has a powerful battery strength of 

2000mAh which makes it the perfect pick for the value of money!


